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Abstract: One of the main aspects of the control system development process for direct drives is
the selection of the required computational accuracy while establishing its impact on the quality of
the control. Understanding this relationship allows designers to consciously determine the system
structure at the early stages of controller development, which enables the optimal usage of hardware
resources. This paper analyzes the results of experimental research on the influence of computational
accuracy on the quality of control of direct drives. During the carried-out research, several vector
controllers with different computational precision were implemented using Field-Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs). The experiments were carried out on a dedicated research stand for testing
direct drives. Test scenarios included position and trajectory monitoring under various torque loads.
To assess the control quality, the measures based on the deviations from the value set by the controller
were proposed. In this paper, the results of experiments have been presented in the form of values of
the measures in relation to the computational accuracy. The obtained results proved that satisfactory
drive operation parameters can be obtained despite the relatively low accuracy of calculations in the
control algorithm.

Keywords: direct drives; influence of computational accuracy on the quality of control of direct
drives; field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA); controller development

1. Introduction

Direct drives constitute an important group of electric drives. Due to their structure,
they allow for high torque at low speeds, which enables the removal of the gear from
the kinematic chain. As a result, the control accuracy and reliability of the system are
higher, costs are reduced, and drives can be integrated into the structure [1]. Hence, direct
drives find application across different industries, such as electric vehicles, industrial and
service robotics, and the metallurgical sector [2]. The percentage share of direct drives in
those applications is expected to increase due to the requirement to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions.

The design of most direct drives is based on the construction of brushless direct current
(BLDC) [3] and permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) [4]. A common feature
of these motor types is the usage of permanent magnets in the rotor and windings in the
stator, generating a rotating magnetic field. However, the main difference is the shape of
the back electromotive force (BEMF) as a function of the rotor rotation angle. In the case of
a BLDC motor, it has a shape similar to a trapezoidal function, while in the case of a PMSM,
it has the shape of a sinusoidal function [5,6]. The BLDC motor generates a higher peak
torque compared to PMSM, which, in turn, is associated with a higher level of ripples that
results in the generated noise and worse performance at low rotational speeds [5]. These
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properties determine the choice of control algorithms, which, for BLDC and PMSM, can be
classified into two categories: scalar and vector.

In the scalar techniques, the speed or torque of the motor is controlled without precise
determination of the rotor position. This position is roughly estimated based on the read-
ings from the Hall effect sensors [7,8] or via BEMF [9,10]. On this basis, the controller turns
on the bridge transistors in the appropriate order, forcing the rotor to rotate. The speed
and torque values are controlled by adjusting the voltage supplying the motor [11,12] or by
changing the pulse width (PWM) controlling the bridge transistors [7,10,13]. The implemen-
tation of scalar methods is relatively simple and does not require complex measurement
systems. However, they do not provide accurate control of the rotor position, which may
be significant for more demanding industrial applications.

The second group of control techniques are vector methods. In these methods, the sta-
tor winding currents are identified as two orthogonal components that can be represented
by a vector. One component determines the magnetic flux, and the other determines the
torque. On this basis, the control system calculates the appropriate current components of
the stator windings, which causes the rotor to rotate with the required speed and torque.
In the case of the vector techniques, knowledge concerning the rotor position is required.
In practical applications, it is determined based on the data from the encoder [14,15] or
estimated based on the model and measured values of the winding currents [16].

The vector approach allows for the development of different versions of the algorithms,
which can be classified into the following groups [17,18]: field-oriented control (FOC) [16,19,20]
and direct torque control (DTC) [21,22]. In FOC, the control algorithm transforms the measured
values of currents and rotor positions into a system of two coordinates related to the rotor. This
vector is passed to the controller to calculate the control voltage vector. In the case of DTC, the
flux and torque variables are used to select voltage vectors. These data are processed by the
drive system controller to analyze/determine the commutation point.

Vector techniques require much more complex computations than the scalar methods.
The requirement to use complex logic circuits increases the cost of the controller significantly.
However, from year to year, the prices of these circuits are becoming lower. In the near
future, the vector methods may become the standard methods for controlling BLDC and
PMSM motors [23].

Due to the mentioned requirements, various logic circuits are used to implement
vector control algorithms. One of the main groups of these systems is represented by digital
signal processors (DSPs) [19]. The structure of these systems includes many dedicated
blocks, such as analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters, as well as systems for
quickly performing operations on digital values. Such architecture allows DSP systems to
perform complex calculations in a short time.

The second group of logical systems on which vector controllers are based are Field-
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [24,25]. These systems contain a matrix of logical
elements (LEs), registers, multipliers, and input/output interfaces. The connections be-
tween subsystems can be freely configured to develop a custom system, which facilitates
parallel data processing and shortens the time required to perform critical procedures.
The mentioned features make FPGAs more flexible compared to DSPs. However, the
system design requires simultaneous planning of the structure of the logical system and
the software [26].

Due to the ease of configuration, it is possible to use the FPGA systems with fewer
LEs instead of complex DSPs. Moreover, the FPGAs with more resources can sustain the
circuit to control multiple engines simultaneously in a single chip. However, to develop
such a controller, it is necessary to know what computational accuracy level is sufficient for
efficient vector control. Such knowledge makes it possible to design systems with optimal
usage of FPGA resources in terms of occupancy, which is the issue discussed in this paper.
The main scientific contributions of this paper are as follows:
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• Research the influence of computational accuracy on the quality of FOC control. The
impact of different levels of computational accuracy on motor position and torque
control has been investigated;

• Analysis of the impact of computational accuracy on the usage of FPGA resources.

The manuscript is structured as follows. Section 2 concerns the field-oriented control
(FOC) method. Section 3 presents the test stand dedicated to the experimental investigation
of direct drive performance. Section 4 contains an experimental research description
related to tracking values and trajectories. Section 5 provides the analysis of the obtained
experimental results. A discussion of the obtained results is presented in Section 6. Finally,
this paper is summarized and concluded in Section 7.

2. Field-Oriented Control

The field-oriented control (FOC) method was developed for induction motors. This
algorithm transforms the description of the three-phase motor current and voltage relation-
ships into equations in a two-dimensional coordinate system to obtain the decoupling of
magnetic flux and torque, which occurs naturally in DC motors [27,28]. In induction motors
and permanent magnet drives, independent flux, and torque control can be achieved by
controlling the current vector components in the coordinate system associated with the
rotor [29]. This assumption is the basis of the field-oriented vector control method. The
transformation between a three-phase system and a system rotating with the angular speed
of the rotor is performed with the application of the Clarke and Park transformations
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Clarke transformation from 3-dimensional space (u, v, w) to 2-dimensional space (α, β).
Components iu, iv, and iw represent currents of 3 motor phases, while iα and iβ represent orthogonal
current components, which result from the Clarke transformation.

The Clarke transformation is used to transform the resultant stator current vector,
which has a composition rotating in a three-dimensional phase space (u, v, w), into a two-
dimensional stationary orthogonal coordinate system (α, β) associated with the stator [30].
The α axis coincides with the axis of the first phase u, while the β axis is perpendicular to it
(Figure 1). Thanks to the Clarke transformation, the current vector can be represented by
two components instead of three phase components, according to the following equations:

I∝ = IU,

Iβ = 1√
3

IU + 2√
3

IV .
(1)

The geometric sum of currents in the motor is always equal to zero. Therefore, mea-
suring two-phase currents is sufficient to obtain complete information about the position
and amplitude of the current vector in the space. The inverse Clarke transforms two-phase
quantities (α, β) into three-phase quantities (u, v, w).
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The Park transformation is used to transform vector quantities described in the system
(α, β) into the orthogonal coordinate system (d, q), rotating synchronously with the angular
velocity of the rotor θe (Figure 2). The transformation to the (d, q) coordinate system
eliminates time-varying inductances from the voltage equations of a three-phase drive. The
parameter appearing in the transformation equations is the instantaneous angular position
of the rotor:

Id = I∝ cos(θe) + Iβ sin(θe),

Iq = −I∝ sin(θe) + Iβ cos(θe).
(2)
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system (d, q). The components iα and iβ represent the orthogonal components of the stator current,
the results of the Clarke transformation in a stationary system of coordinates. The components id and
iq (longitudinal and transverse currents in the magnetic axes) describe the same values in a rotating
system of coordinates, according to the function of the angle φ.

As a result of the Park transformation application, two DC components are obtained,
which have their own physical interpretation. The current component id allows for a
change in the value of the magnetic flux in the direction of the d-axis. The iq component is
interpreted as a value proportional to the motor torque [31]. In order to achieve the highest
possible engine efficiency, the commutation algorithm should minimize the value of the id
component and maximize the value of the iq component. The Park transformation is also
associated with its inverse transformation, which transforms quantities from a rotating
coordinate system (d, q) to a stationary system (α, β).

The basic advantages of the FOC algorithm are high torque control dynamics, high
efficiency in a wide speed range, and precise torque control [32]. The diagram of the FOC
control method is shown in Figure 3. Commutation is achieved by performing several steps.
The values of phase currents (Iu, Iv) are measured and converted into longitudinal and
transverse currents (Iq, Id) using Clarke and Park transformations and rotor position θm.
The calculated components are subtracted from the reference values (iqref, idref) to calculate
the error for proportional–integral (PI) controllers, which return the input data (uqref, udref),
which is transformed by the inverse Park transform (uαref, uβref) to control the power stage.

To fully utilize the electrical power, the motors should operate at the maximum ratio of
the electromagnetic torque to the supply current Te/I. Thus, the Clarke–Park transformation
is used, converting the stator phase inductances Lu, Lv, and Lw into longitudinal inductances
Ld and transverse inductances Lq in the magnetic axes. If the inductances are equal (Ld = Lq),
the maximum ratio of torque to current is achieved for the phase angle between the stator
current vector and the magnetic flux vector of permanent magnets equal to 90◦. Such a
situation is equivalent to powering the motor winding with the so-called transverse current
only, i.e., I = Iq. Inductance symmetry is characteristic of motors with magnets mounted on
the SPM (surface permanent magnet) rotor surface.
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In the case of a motor for which the transverse inductance is greater than the lon-
gitudinal inductance (Ld < Lq), the optimum Te/I ratio occurs when the supply current
vector leads the rotor magnetic flux vector by a phase angle greater than 90◦. Magnetic
asymmetry is often encountered in motors with magnets mounted inside the rotor core
(interior permanent magnet, IPM). For this type of drive, the iq component is controlled
while maintaining a linear relationship between the current and the torque (keeping id = 0),
or both components are controlled with a non-zero value to produce the maximum torque
(maximum torque per ampere, MTPA) [33]. In such a case, the value of the id component
is determined from the following equation [34], where ΨPM is permanent magnet (PM)
flux linkage.

Id =
ΨPM

2·
(

Lq − Ld
) −√ ΨPM

2·
(

Lq − Ld
)2 + i2q . (3)

The research presented in the literature aimed at improving control parameters by
using complex mathematical models of the MPC (model predictive control) drive [33,35,36]
or using controllers based on fuzzy logic [37].

3. Investigation into Electronic Commutation Algorithms

Commercially available direct drive controllers have a closed architecture that makes it
impossible to change the controller operating parameters such as, e.g., type of modulation,
sampling frequency, computational accuracy, etc. Therefore, it was decided to build an
open system that will enable an experimental comparison of the influence of the mentioned
operating parameters of the control system on the level of the torque ripples and the control
quality of direct drives. For this purpose, a new open system has been developed, the
elements of which are as follows:

• Test stand—Built in a modular way, which allows for a quick change of its configura-
tion and easy adaptation to the requirements of the currently conducted research. The
test stand enables, among others, the measurement of torque and the application of an
external load to the tested drive (inertial or active load through another electric drive);
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• Power stage prototypes—Two power stage prototypes have been designed. The first
stage is based on the power MOSFET transistors and an integrated driver for MOS-
FET/IGBT transistors intended for medium-power drives (1.5 kW). The second power
stage is based on the bipolar transistors and an optically isolated driver designed for
low-power drives (200 W). Both power stages are equipped with circuits allowing for
the support of Hall sensors, an incremental encoder, and the measurement of phase
currents in two phases of the motor;

• HDL Hardware Module Library—This allows for the implementation of a direct drive
control system operating in various modes (position, speed, current) with various
levels of complexity and various levels of computational accuracy;

• Application for PC—This enables communication with a hardware platform on which
an electronic commutation system (FPGA) has been implemented to write/read oper-
ating parameters and record measurement data, additionally allowing online viewing.

3.1. Stand for Testing Electronic Commutation Algorithms

The mechanical part of the test stand is built in a modular manner, which allows
for a quick change of its configuration and easy adaptation to the requirements of the
currently conducted research (Figure 4). The modularity is achieved by adding, removing,
or replacing station components. The elements of the stand are laboratory power supply
(PS), torque sensor (TS), electric drive with a controller constituting a load (ML and MLD),
electric brake (EB), control panel (CP), power stage of the tested drive (MTI) with its
electronic commutation system implemented in the FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate
Array) chip (MTC) and the test stand controller (SC).
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implemented in FPGA chip; CP—control panel; PS—laboratory power supply.
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The laboratory power supply (PS) is designed to supply the MTI power stage. It has
two independent (galvanically isolated) channels, thanks to which it is possible to achieve
a DC voltage of up to 120 V or a maximum DC current of up to 40 A. Additionally, the
power supply has digital commutation interfaces (RS-232, USB, digital inputs and outputs
in TTL voltage standard) for remote control, saving, and reading of operation parameters.

The second element of the stand is a torque sensor (TS), designed to measure the
torque transmitted between the tested drive (MT) and the load, which is the ML drive or
the electric brake (EB). It generates an analog signal in the range of 0.5–4.5 V, proportional
to the load torque. The stand is equipped with three sensors with the following ranges:
±2.5 Nm,±7.5 Nm, and±17.5 Nm, which are installed depending on the maximum torque
generated by the tested drive (MT). The sensor enables measurement at a rotational speed
range from 0 to 5000 rpm, and its bandwidth is 1 kHz. The sensor accuracy declared by the
manufacturer is below 0.5%, and the repeatability is below 0.1% of the entire measurement
range. Thanks to the application of an independent torque sensor, it is possible to measure
the torque generated by the tested motor with high accuracy.

Another element of the test stand is the 1.1 kW PMSM electric motor (ML) with a
controller (MLD). The main task of the ML and MLD setup is to generate a static and
dynamic torque load for the tested drive and power stage. The maximum continuous
torque for this motor is 4.78 Nm (peak torque 14.3 Nm), and the rated speed is 3000 rpm.
The system can work in the control loop: torque, speed, and position, so it can be used in a
wide range of research applications and experiments.

To generate the load torque for the tested drive, it is also possible to use a power
electric brake (EB) built into the stand with braking torque of up to 15 Nm. The given load
torque is proportional to the current supplying the brake winding, which allows for smooth
adjustment. The brake is also used in static tests and experiments.

The last fixed element of the bench is its controller (SC), which consists of two parts:
the Terasic DE0-Nano module with the Intel (Altera) Cyclone IV family FPGA chip and the
PCB-printed circuit board, which is an interface with the peripheral systems of the station.
The main tasks of the driver shown in Figure 5 include the following:

• Measurement of the analog signal from the torque sensor and its conversion through
the built-in 16-bit ADC (analog-to-digital converter);

• Generation of an analog signal in the ±10 V standard, constituting the load torque
setpoint for the (ML) drive controller, through the built-in 16-bit DAC (digital-to-
analog converter);

• Communication with the MLD controller through the RS-485 [38] serial interface and
digital input and output ports;

• Communication with a PC via a serial port, which enables setting and reading param-
eters and acquisition of measurement data (e.g., speed, shaft position, signal from a
torque sensor);

• Communication with the CP (e.g., changing the operating mode, starting and stopping
the measurement, signaling errors and failures);

• Generation of the set value waveforms (position, speed, or torque) and the set load
and braking torque through the implemented waveform generator;

• Measurement of the current angular position of the shaft based on signals generated
by the MLD controller in the RS-422 standard [39];

• Temperature measurement from four independent channels (e.g., on the power stage,
drive, brake).

Additional elements of the test stand are the Extech RLC LCR200 digital meter (Extech
Instruments, Nashua, NH, USA), which allows the determination of the resistance and the
inductance of the stator windings, and the Agilent Technologies MSO7054B four-channel
digital oscilloscope (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA).
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The type and parameters of the generated waveforms are set online before the start of
each experiment via the DDSApp application, which cooperates with the station controller.
The generator implemented in the station controller makes it possible to determine a
trajectory consisting of the following segments:

• Const—constant component: maintaining a constant set value (settable parameters:
value, segment duration);

• Ramp—waveform segment described by a linear function (settable parameters: initial
value, final value, segment duration);

• Pulse—the sequence of rectangular pulses: trajectory segment intended for testing the
step response of the control system (settable parameters: period, positive pulse time,
negative pulse time, positive pulse amplitude, negative pulse amplitude, constant
component, number of segment repetitions);

• Saw—sawtooth waveform (settable parameters: period, amplitude, constant compo-
nent, number of segment repetitions);

• Trapeze—trapezoidal waveform (settable parameters: period, amplitude, edge rising
time, constant component, number of segment repetitions);

• Sin—a sinusoidal waveform, a smooth waveform with all derivatives continuous (settable
parameters: amplitude, period, constant component, number of segment repetitions);

• SinSat—sinusoidal waveform with saturation (cutting): a gentle waveform with a dy-
namic transition to the static phase maintaining the set value (settable parameters: am-
plitude, saturation value, period, constant component, number of segment repetitions).

3.2. HDL Hardware Module Library

Direct implementation using hardware description languages (HDL) allows for ef-
ficient usage of hardware resources (by performing arithmetic operations on fixed-point
numbers with normalized ranges), ensures a constant and high sampling rate, and makes
it possible to divide the system into independent units performing tasks in parallel. Addi-
tionally, the system designer decides the level of advancement, speed of operation, and the
amount of hardware resources used, depending on the predicted requirements.
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To conduct experimental research on electronic commutation algorithms for direct
drives, a library of hardware modules in the VHDL language was designed, constituting
components for the implementation of the drive control system. Basic parameters and
assumptions regarding the designed hardware blocks are as follows:

• Base clock frequency: 50 to 100 MHz;
• Position sensor resolution: 8 to 24 bits;
• Operating (sampling) frequency: 2.5 to 40 kHz;
• Maximum phase current of the drive: ±25 A;
• Maximum drive rotational speed: ±30,000 rpm;
• Possibility of changing parameters that cannot be set in the commercially available

direct drive controllers (e.g., operating frequency, so-called “dead times”);
• Architectural flexibility—the possibility to expand the library with additional elements

ensuring cooperation with other types of drives and power stages (e.g., multi-level
power stages or other types of PWM modulation).

Figure 6 shows the direct drive control diagram using elements from the Hardware
Module Library. The input data for the control system are values of phase currents (iu, iv)
and the position of the rotor relative to the stationary stator coordinate system θm. Then,
based on the rotor position, considering the number of pairs of drive poles, the value of
the electric angle θe is calculated. In the next stage of the control algorithm realization,
the current values in the rotor coordinate system (id, iq—after Clarke and Park transfor-
mation) are compared with the set values in the double PI controller, which determines
the modulation coefficient and the correction angle in relation to the angle θe, determining
the position of the magnetic flux vector of the permanent magnets. These data, along with
the value of the electric angle, constitute the basis for determining the fill factors (Su, Sv,
Sw) for the SVPWM modulator. Then, the signals controlling the keyer elements of the
power stage (separately for the lower and upper half-bridge transistors) are generated
in the PWM-HL block. The last element of the architecture is a module that allows for
communication with the DDSApp application via the UART bus to establish the setting
values of the online regulators. The phase current values are read by the phase current
measurement module, which communicates with two external ADC converters via the SPI
(serial peripheral interface) bus.
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The main task of modules intended for communication with position sensors (rotor
position measurement) is to read information about the value of the angle determining
the position of the shaft relative to the stationary coordinate system associated with the
stator. This value allows for determining the position of the magnetic flux vector coming
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from the permanent magnets relative to the stationary coordinate system of the stator.
Additionally, in the case of position or speed control, the output of the position sensor
provides a feedback signal to the drive control system. The research carried out included
the implementation of ten hardware modules for communication with a position sensor of
a quadrature interface and Hall sensors with various levels of complexity. The modules
allow for the reading of the following:

• Relative angle—rotor position given within one full revolution (from 0 to 2π), relative
to the initial rotor position (at the moment of startup);

• Absolute angle—rotor position is given in the range of one revolution (from 0 to 2π);
position 0 is set based on the third sensor channel (index);

• Relative position—rotor position, relative to the initial rotor position (at the moment
of startup);

• Absolute position—rotor position; position 0 is set based on the third sensor
channel (index);

• Angular velocity—the value of the current angular velocity, measured in two modes
(as a position difference in a fixed period or as a time measured between two pulses),
and then the value with the lowest error is selected; the module is equipped with a
fourth-order low-pass filter;

• Electric angle—the angle of the position of the magnetic flux vector coming from
permanent magnets when Hall sensors are used.

To implement the electronic commutation algorithm, a hardware block was designed,
the task of which is to transform the mechanical angle (position of the shaft) to the electrical
angle (position of the magnetic flux vector of permanent magnets) with a standardized
value of 216 (where 216 corresponds to 2π). By normalizing the electrical angle to a constant
value independent of the resolution of the position sensor used, the electronic commutation
algorithm is simplified and unified. Another element of the control system is the regulator
module, which consists of two regulators of proportional type. The set values for the
controllers are the input value for iqref and 0 for the id component. The values calculated in
the controllers are then transformed into a polar coordinate system to adapt the values to the
SVPWM modulator inputs. An additional element of the controller module is an interface
for communication using a dedicated internal DDMC-BUS bus to set controller settings and
read parameter values online. The lack of connection of the interface to the DDMC-BUS
bus results in the removal of circuits used for communication in the optimization process
during compilation. As a result, the hardware resources of the FPGA are not used when
the interface is not in use.

The Clarke and Park transformation module is designed to transform the values of
phase currents to values expressed in the rotating coordinate system (d, q) associated with
the rotor. It consists of three internal components:

• An implemented CORDIC (COordinate Rotation DIgital Computer) method to deter-
mine the values of trigonometric sine and cosine functions;

• Implemented sequential multiplication methods allowing the obtaining the product of
two arguments in the two’s complement representation (U2);

• A state machine (Moore’s finite machine), the task of which is to take input values
(phase currents), determine the transform using the following components: CORDIC,
sequential multiplication, and basic arithmetic operations, and return the final result.

To ensure the universality of the module’s usage in various families of reprogrammable
systems, only basic logical elements were used for its implementation without the applica-
tion of built-in multipliers (DSP) and phase loops (PLL).

PWM modulation is implemented by SVPWM and PWM-HL blocks. SVPWM is re-
sponsible for determining the fill factors for each of the drive phases. The input parameters
are the modulation coefficient and correction angle (the values are determined by the regu-
lator module) and the position angle of the permanent magnet flux vector (coming from
the position sensor). The output values are the fill factors for each drive phase. The module
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uses the CORDIC algorithm to calculate the value of the sine function. PWM-HL generates
signals intended to control the power stage, taking into account its structure (separate
control of the upper and the lower half-bridge transistors) and modulation parameters
(e.g., pulse position, modulation frequency, minimum and maximum duty cycles, so-called
“dead times”) based on the fill factors determined in the SVPWM.

Table 1 shows the usage of hardware resources of the Cyclone IV—EP4CE22F17C6N
FPGA system depending on the assumed computational accuracy and for the key hardware
modules implementing the drive control algorithm. Additionally, the last column of the
table shows the maximum clock frequency for each component. The module handling the
incremental encoder is presented in two versions, with different levels of FPGA hardware
resource usage. EncoInc(#1) is a version of the module in which only the output in the
form of the absolute angle value is used (the knowledge of the absolute angle value
is necessary to carry out the electronic commutation process of the drive). The second
version of the module—EncoInc(#2)—is a version that allows for reading the relative
angle, absolute angle, relative position, absolute position, and angular velocity. However,
different levels of hardware resource usage do not mean that we deal with two various
modules. Both modules have been implemented based on the same source code in the
VHDL language. The difference in the usage of the logical elements and registers results
from the optimization process carried out at the stage of project compilation in the Quartus
Prime software (https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/details/fpga/
development-tools/quartus-prime/resource.html), thanks to which the unused module
structures (e.g., for determining angular velocity) were removed from the architecture. A
similar process is visible in the case of the RegP regulator, in which the RegP(#2) version
has an interface for communication via the internal DDMC-BUS bus (making it possible to
write/read the regulator parameters online), while in the RegP(#1), version this interface
has been removed at the compilation stage.

Table 1. Usage of the hardware resources of the FPGA system (Cyclone IV—EP4CE22F17C6N) for
the main hardware modules.

Modules Comput. Accuracy Logic Elements (LEs) Registers Memory Bits DSP Blocks Max. Freq. [MHz]

EncoInc(#1) 6 bits 95 (0.4%) 31 (0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 218.3
EncoInc(#2) 6 bits 844 (3.8%) 519 (2.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 161.4

EAngleNorm 6 bits 131 (0.6%) 120 (0.5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 287.4
ClarkParkTrans 6 bits 484 (2.2%) 212 (0.9%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 149.1

RegP(#1) 6 bits 59 (0.3%) 2 (<0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1488.4
RegP(#2) 6 bits 320 (1.4%) 91 (0.4%) 0 (0%) 4 (3.0%) 715.3
SVPWM 6 bits 506 (2.3%) 180 (0.8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 151.7

PWM-HL 6 bits 548 (2.5%) 203 (0.9%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 254.2
EncoInc(#1) 8 bits 95 (0.4%) 31 (0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 218.3
EncoInc(#2) 8 bits 844 (3.8%) 519 (2.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 161.4

EAngleNorm 8 bits 132 (0.6%) 122 (0.5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 296.7
ClarkParkTrans 8 bits 580 (2.6%) 262 (1.2%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 146.1

RegP(#1) 8 bits 119 (0.5%) 2 (<0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1420.5
RegP(#2) 8 bits 451 (2.0%) 99 (0.4%) 0 (0%) 4 (3.0%) 716.9
SVPWM 8 bits 593 (2.7%) 224 (1.0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 144.8

PWM-HL 8 bits 665 (3.0%) 209 (0.9%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 262.5
EncoInc(#1) 10 bits 95 (0.4%) 31 (0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 218.3
EncoInc(#2) 10 bits 844 (3.8%) 519 (2.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 161.4

EAngleNorm 10 bits 131 (0.6%) 124 (0.5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 303.2
ClarkParkTrans 10 bits 706 (3.2%) 315 (1.4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 140.7

RegP(#1) 10 bits 203 (0.9%) 2 (<0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1420.5
RegP(#2) 10 bits 640 (2.9%) 107 (0.5%) 0 (0%) 8 (6.1%) 715.3
SVPWM 10 bits 732 (3.3%) 271 (1.2%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 138.5

PWM-HL 10 bits 677 (3.0%) 209 (0.9%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 298.7
EncoInc(#1) 12 bits 95 (0.4%) 31 (0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 218.3
EncoInc(#2) 12 bits 844 (3.8%) 519 (2.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 161.4

EAngleNorm 12 bits 133 (0.6%) 126 (0.6%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 281.5
ClarkParkTrans 12 bits 825 (3.7%) 368 (1.6%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 127.1

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/details/fpga/development-tools/quartus-prime/resource.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/details/fpga/development-tools/quartus-prime/resource.html
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Table 1. Cont.

Modules Comput. Accuracy Logic Elements (LEs) Registers Memory Bits DSP Blocks Max. Freq. [MHz]

RegP(#1) 12 bits 311 (1.4%) 2 (<0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1420.5
RegP(#2) 12 bits 825 (3.7%) 115 (0.5%) 0 (0%) 8 (6.1%) 713.8
SVPWM 12 bits 852 (3.8%) 318 (1.4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 125.9

PWM-HL 12 bits 594 (2.7%) 203 (0.9%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 279.0
EncoInc(#1) 14 bits 95 (0.4%) 31 (0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 218.3
EncoInc(#2) 14 bits 844 (3.8%) 519 (2.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 161.4

EAngleNorm 14 bits 138 (0.6%) 130 (0.6%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 269.3
ClarkParkTrans 14 bits 918 (4.1%) 418 (1.9%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 123.4

RegP(#1) 14 bits 976 (4.4%) 3 (<0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1420.5
RegP(#2) 14 bits 1053 (4.7%) 123 (0.5%) 0 (0%) 8 (6.1%) 677.5
SVPWM 14 bits 944 (4.2%) 362 (1.6%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 124.0

PWM-HL 14 bits 638 (2.9%) 209 (0.9%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 269.5
EncoInc(#1) 16 bits 95 (0.4%) 31 (0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 218.3
EncoInc(#2) 16 bits 844 (3.8%) 519 (2.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 161.4

EAngleNorm 16 bits 139 (0.6%) 134 (0.6%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 295.4
ClarkParkTrans 16 bits 1073 (4.8%) 474 (2.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 116.4

RegP(#1) 16 bits 1263 (5.7%) 3 (<0.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1420.5
RegP(#2) 16 bits 1290 (5.8%) 131 (0.6%) 0 (0%) 8 (6.1%) 684.0
SVPWM 16 bits 1102 (4.9%) 408 (1.8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 113.7

PWM-HL 16 bits 643 (2.9%) 209 (0.9%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 288.5

Based on the data gathered in Table 1, it can be stated that the hardware modules
that use the hardware resources are the Clarke and Park transforms, the regulator, and
the SVPWM modulation. Such a situation results from the implementation of numerical
calculations in these modules. The changes in the assumed computational accuracy signifi-
cantly affect the hardware resources used in the reprogrammable system. In the case of
modules for operating the incremental encoder and normalizing the electrical angle, the
assumed computational accuracy practically does not affect the amount of resources used
in the system. It can also be noticed that the increase in the number of bits on which the
operations are performed results in a reduction of the maximum operating frequency of
the module.

3.3. DDSApp Application

DDSApp application consists of a part of a system for investigating direct drive
commutation algorithms. It has two interfaces intended for communication with the test
stand controller and the controller of the tested drive implemented in the FPGA system.
The application allows for saving and reading operating parameters and measurement
data. The use of the USB bus in the virtual serial port mode makes it possible to achieve a
maximum transmission speed of up to 6 MBd and, as a result, to transmit the measurement
data in each sampling period of the drive controller. Additionally, the application supports
saving all measurement data as a text file, which allows for the subsequent analysis and
presentation of the results in the MATLAB environment for numerical computations.

Communication with the test stand controller is mainly used to set the operating
parameters of the functional waveform generator and to acquire measurement data during
tests (including the signal from the torque sensor, set trajectory, load torque, and braking
torque). Communication with the controller of the drive under test allows for writing
and reading the controller operating parameters (e.g., regulator settings) and acquiring
measurement data. The program is designed to handle eleven types of data frames con-
sisting of a preamble, sample number (frame number), measurement data (from one to
eight channels) in the format of fixed-point (32 bit) or single-precision floating-point values
(float), and the checksum.

The graphical user interface of the DDSApp application consists of a main window
intended for data presentation (charts, parameter values, instantaneous values of wave-
forms, maximum and average errors between selected pairs of channels) and a side panel
intended for setting parameters. The side panel makes it possible to achieve the following:
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• Set the data transmission parameters between the application and the test stand
controller (transmission speed, data frame type);

• Set the data transmission parameters between the application and the drive controller
(transmission speed, data frame type);

• Set the measurement data display parameters (sampling period, window width,
displayed channels);

• Set the parameters of the controller’s function waveform generator;
• Set the operating parameters of the drive controller (e.g., settings of regulators);
• Set the parameters of saving data to the local disk (e.g., file name).

4. Experimental Research

Experimental research aimed to determine the impact of the computational accuracy
used in the electronic commutation algorithms of direct drives on the ripples, the rate
of torque changes, as well as position-holding and trajectory-tracking accuracies. The
term “computational accuracy” means performing arithmetic operations on the fixed-point
numbers in the field-oriented control method on vectors with a specific bit length: from 6 bit
to 16 bit. In the electronic commutation system, the SVPWM modulation was used, while
the operating frequency of the current loop and PWM modulation amounted to 12.2 kHz.
The research was carried out by implementing an electronic commutation system for the
direct drive and comparing the impact of changes in the computational accuracy while
keeping the remaining control parameters unchanged (control frequency, PWM modulation
frequency, PWM modulation type).

A proportional controller (P-type) is used in the current and position loops of the
drive control system. The selection of such a controller type resulted from the necessity
to maintain a uniform procedure for selecting controller settings for systems of different
dynamic properties. The more complex controllers (e.g., PID) would make it difficult to
maintain a uniform criterion for selecting the controller settings.

To assess the accuracy of time history mapping and the error values, three measures
were selected: maximum error, average error, and root mean square error. The maximum
error determines the maximum value of the difference between the set value and the
measured value for the analyzed time history and is defined as follows:

MaxErr = maxN
i=1(|si − ci|), (4)

where s denotes the time history of the set value of the length equal to N samples, and c is
the time history of the measured value of the length equal to N samples. The mean error
was defined as the average of the absolute values of the error function:

AvgErr =
1
N ∑N

i=1|si − ci|. (5)

The root mean square error was defined as

RMSErr =

√
1
N ∑N

i=1(si − ci)
2 (6)

It was chosen due to the greater sensitivity of this coefficient to high-amplitude oscilla-
tions and differences between the set and measured values compared to the average error.

4.1. Static Experiment

The static experiment consisted of implementing a direct drive control system of
the PMSM type in the torque (current) mode and examining the system response to the
set torque in the form of a sequence of bipolar rectangular pulses with the electric brake
clamped (immobilized) (test at a rotational speed of 0 rpm). The setting of the P-type
(proportional) controller of the Iq component of the stator current has been selected to
obtain the shortest rise time of the Iq component slope of the stator current, preserving
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the inertial character of the system response (without overregulation). The setting of the
P-type controller of the Id component of the stator current was selected to obtain the lowest
average error of this component. Figure 7 shows an example of the set current characteristic
as the sequence of the bipolar rectangular impulses and the system response in the form of
the Id and Iq components of the stator current.
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The results of all static experiments presented below are the average from a series of
12 measurements. Each measurement series was performed for the same rotor positions
(angles) spaced by 30◦ within one electrical revolution. Such a proceeding made it possible
to reduce the impact of the asymmetric distribution of the drive magnetic flux resulting
from local disturbances in the distribution of the rotor magnetic field and inaccuracies in
the winding of the stator on the obtained measurement results.

In the course of the static experiments carried out, for the purposes of assessing the
impact of the operating parameters of the direct drive control system on the ripples and the
rate of changes of the torque and ripples of the Iq and Id components of the stator current,
the following indicators (measures) have been determined:

• tedge—the average rise and fall time of the Iq component of the stator current, expressed
as the rise or fall time of the edge between 10% and 90% of the steady-state value of
the Iq component of the stator current (Figure 8);

• tdel—delay time, expressed as the time between the rising (or falling) of the edge of the
set current and the point of reaching 10% of the set value of the Iq component of the
stator current (Figure 8);

• Iqsv—the steady-state value of the Iq component of the stator current determined as
the arithmetic mean of the second half of the duration of the high (or low) state of the
rectangular impulse (Figure 8);

• SRq—the average rate of rising and falling of the edges of the Iq component of the
stator current, expressed as the quotient of 80% of the steady-state value of the Iq
current component and the tedge time;

• I%
qsv—the steady-state value of the Iq component of the stator current concerning the

set value;
• Iq

MaxErr—maximal error of the Iq component of the stator current determined in the
second half of the duration of the high state of the rectangular impulse, determining
the maximal torque ripple (Figure 8);

• Iq
AvgErr—average value of the error of the Iq component of the stator current deter-

mined in the second half of the duration of the high (low) state of the rectangular
impulse, determining the average torque ripples (Figure 8);
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• Iq
RMSErr—the root mean square error of the Iq component of the stator current deter-

mined in the second half of the duration of the high (or low) state of the rectangular
impulse, determining the root mean square value of the torque ripples;

• Id
MaxErr—the maximal value of error of the Id component of the stator current, deter-

mined over the entire measurement period (Figure 8);
• Id

AvgErr—average value of error of the Id component of the stator current, determined
over the entire measurement period;

• Id
RMSErr—the root mean square error of the Id component of the stator current, deter-

mined over the entire measurement period;
• TMax—the maximum value of torque ripples determined in the second half of the

duration of the high (or low) state of the square impulse, based on data from the
torque sensor;

• TAvg—the average value of torque ripples determined in the second half of the duration
of the high (or low) state of the square impulse, based on data from the torque sensor;

• TRMS—the root mean square error of the torque ripple determined in the second half
of the duration of the high (or low) state of the square impulse, based on data from the
torque sensor.
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in Figure 9. Despite using connectors with the highest available hardness, a sudden change 

Figure 8. An example time history of the set (reference) current and stator current components for
a static experiment. Thigh—duration of the high state of the rectangular impulse; Iqamp—amplitude
of the rectangular impulse; Iqsv—determined value of the Iq component of the stator current;
Iqsv10—10% of the Iqsv value; Iqsv90—90% of the Iqsv value; Iq

MaxErr—maximal error of the Iq compo-
nent; Id

MaxErr—maximal error of the Id component.

Based on the output signal of the torque sensor, the maximum, average, and root mean
square values of the torque ripples were determined. Evaluation of the times of rising
and falling of the slopes and of the rate of the observed changes was not possible due
to the oscillations resulting from the application of the claw clutches with flexible inserts
between the tested drive and the torque sensor as well as between the torque sensor and
the electric brake. An example time history of the torque (obtained from the torque sensor)
is presented in Figure 9. Despite using connectors with the highest available hardness, a
sudden change in torque resulted in oscillations. The primary benefit of implementing
direct drives is the ability to circumvent the use of clutches and gears in mechanical design,
thereby eliminating issues related to clearances and stiffness maintenance.
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4.2. Dynamic Experiment

The second type of experimental research that was carried out consisted of dynamic
experiments aiming to determine the accuracy of position holding and tracking the trajec-
tory. The results of dynamic experiments made it possible to establish the influence of the
parameters of algorithms used in the electronic commutation system of direct drives on the
quality of control. The external torque generated by the second drive of the test stand based
on the given characteristic was used as the load for the tested drive. Additional inertial
loads resulted from the presence of the rotors of both drives, the clutch, and the auxiliary
shaft, with the total moment of inertia equal to 15 kg·cm2. The operating frequency of the
position loop in each case was equal to half of the operating frequency of the electronic
commutation system, i.e., 6.1 kHz. The setting of the P-type regulator of the position loop
of the drive control system was selected to achieve the lowest value of the maximum error
for the entire trajectory. To determine the positioning and tracking errors for the trajectory
in a wide range of drive operations, three characteristics with different dynamics were
prepared: slow, fast, and very fast.

The trajectory of the slow waveform consisted of five repetitions of a trapezoidal signal,
a sinusoidal signal with saturation, and a sinusoidal signal, each with an amplitude of 540◦

and a period of 5 s. The last section of the trajectory had constant values and lasted 20 s,
which allowed for checking the errors in holding the given position. Using the trajectory
consisting of fragments (segments) of different characters made it possible to check the
behavior of the controller both for mild waveforms with all derivatives continuing and C0
class waveforms (having a discontinuous derivative). The external load generated by the
second drive was a sinusoidal torque with an amplitude of 1 Nm (which amounted to 79%
of the rated torque of the tested drive) and a frequency of 2 Hz.

The fast waveform had a trajectory similar in shape to the slow waveform, with an
amplitude of 180◦ and a period of 1 s. As an external load, the sinusoidal moment with an
amplitude of 0.5 Nm and a frequency of 10 Hz was used. The set trajectory and load for
the fast waveform are presented in Figure 10.

The very fast waveform had a trajectory with an amplitude of 36◦ and a period of 0.2 s.
As an external load, the sinusoidal moment with an amplitude of 0.5 Nm and a frequency
of 50 Hz was used.
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5. Results
5.1. Static Experiment

Table 2 shows values of the direct drive control quality measures (indicators) deter-
mined based on a static experiment concerning the computational accuracy used (from
6 to 16 bits). The following parameters were compared by applying the methodology pre-
sented in papers [40,41]: the average times of rising (and falling) of the edges of the Iq
component of the stator current, the average delay times of the Iq component of the stator
current, the ripples of both components of the stator current, the steady-state values of the
Iq component of the stator current, and the rates of rising (and falling) of the edges of the Iq
component of the stator current.

Table 2. Values of the average times of rising (and falling) of the edges, delay times, ripples of the
Iq and Id components of the stator current, the steady-state values of the current, and the rates of
rising (and falling) of the edges of the stator current components with respect to the computational
accuracy used.

Comput.
Accuracy

tedge
[ms]

tdel
[ms]

Errors of Iq Component [mA] Errors of Id Component [mA] I%
qsv

[%]
SRq

[A/ms]Iq
MaxErr Iq

AvgErr Iq
RMSErr Iq

MaxErr Iq
AvgErr Iq

RMSErr

6 bits 1.40 0.38 261.13 68.66 90.22 325.52 73.64 121.28 75.89 0.69
8 bits 1.42 0.41 52.46 15.97 21.33 85.45 8.49 20.18 75.62 0.67

10 bits 1.39 0.41 19.41 5.05 6.60 34.59 4.00 7.39 75.77 0.68
12 bits 1.38 0.41 14.48 2.78 3.55 30.26 5.08 6.66 75.67 0.69
14 bits 1.37 0.41 13.33 2.68 3.40 24.60 3.53 4.56 75.50 0.69
16 bits 1.39 0.41 13.03 2.52 3.20 22.09 3.73 4.64 75.80 0.68

Table 3 shows values of the rotational torque ripples and the set rotational torque
value for direct drive control implemented with different computational accuracy.

Table 3. Values of the rotational torque ripples, the steady-state value of the rotational torque, and
the torque constant of the drive with respect to the computational accuracy used.

Comput. Accuracy
Ripples of the Rotational Torque [mNm] TSV

[mNm]TMaxRipp TAvgRipp TRMSRipp

6 bits 46.14 8.52 11.49 372.16
8 bits 18.91 2.96 3.96 343.69

10 bits 14.39 1.87 2.43 350.31
12 bits 14.06 1.75 2.30 348.90
14 bits 14.29 1.78 2.34 345.23
16 bits 14.16 1.75 2.31 345.93
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Figures 11–13 contain values from Tables 1 and 2 presenting the ripples of the stator
current components and the rotational torque ripples (based on the data from the torque
sensor), depending on the computational accuracy used. In all presented cases, the error
values decree with computational accuracy.
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Table 4 shows the usage of the hardware resources of the FPGA system necessary to
implement the electronic commutation system, depending on the computational accuracy
used for the static experiment.

Table 4. Usage of the hardware resources of the FPGA system (Cyclone IV—EP4CE22F17C6N)
for the implementation of the electronic commutation system with respect to the computational
accuracy used.

Comput. Accuracy Logic Elements (LEs) Registers Memory Bits DSP Blocks

6 bits 1768 (8%) 742 (3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
8 bits 2072 (9%) 833 (4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
10 bits 2411 (11%) 927 (4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
12 bits 2686 (12%) 1018 (5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
14 bits 3385 (15%) 1022 (5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
16 bits 3977 (18%) 1124 (5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

5.2. Dynamic Experiment

Tables 5–10 present errors in position holding and trajectory tracking for slow, fast,
and very fast waveforms, along with the specification of trajectory-tracking errors for
trapezoidal, saturated sinusoidal, and sinusoidal sections (segments).

Table 5. Trajectory-tracking and position-holding errors for a slow waveform depending on the
computational accuracy used.

Comput. Accuracy
Position-Holding Errors [◦] Trajectory-Tracking Errors [◦]

φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr

6 bits 3.1 1.49 1.65 8.5 1.62 1.94
8 bits 2.92 1.59 1.74 8.68 1.74 2.09
10 bits 3.1 1.57 1.72 8.42 1.71 2.05
12 bits 3.2 1.58 1.72 8.96 1.74 2.09
14 bits 3.06 1.57 1.72 8.6 1.73 2.07
16 bits 2.52 1.57 1.71 8.42 1.69 2

Table 6. Trajectory-tracking errors for the consecutive segments of a slow waveform depending on
the computational accuracy used.

Comput.
Accuracy

Trapezoidal Signal [◦] Sinusoidal Signal with Saturation [◦] Sinusoidal Signal [◦]

φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr

6 bits 8.42 1.81 2.26 4.57 1.56 1.82 4.75 1.55 1.81
8 bits 8.6 1.98 2.49 5.04 1.7 1.99 4.64 1.63 1.89
10 bits 8.42 1.95 2.45 4.9 1.65 1.93 4.68 1.6 1.85
12 bits 8.96 2.01 2.53 4.97 1.66 1.95 4.68 1.62 1.88
14 bits 8.6 1.97 2.47 5.08 1.67 1.95 4.61 1.63 1.88
16 bits 8.42 1.87 2.32 4.97 1.64 1.92 4.21 1.61 1.84

Table 7. Trajectory-tracking and position-holding errors for a fast waveform depending on the
computational accuracy used.

Comput. Accuracy
Position-Holding Errors [◦] Trajectory-Tracking Errors [◦]

φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr

6 bits 29.38 17.06 18.97 58.32 16.79 19.71
8 bits 27.11 16.21 18 55.87 16.04 18.83
10 bits 27.61 16.49 18.31 55.84 16.29 19.13
12 bits 27.25 16.42 18.22 55.76 16.23 19.05
14 bits 27.47 16.58 18.4 54.54 16.35 19.12
16 bits 27.68 16.95 18.81 55.51 16.51 19.25
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Table 8. Trajectory-tracking errors for the consecutive segments of a fast waveform depending on the
computational accuracy used.

Comput.
Accuracy

Trapezoidal Signal [◦] Sinusoidal Signal with Saturation [◦] Sinusoidal Signal [◦]

φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr

6 bits 58.32 18 22.31 39.06 17.07 19.58 32.26 16.9 18.99
8 bits 53.32 17.17 21.05 38.48 16.32 18.84 31.28 16.08 18.12
10 bits 54.32 17.46 21.44 38.38 16.62 19.15 31.61 16.35 18.4
12 bits 53.89 17.41 21.34 38.34 16.54 19.06 31.79 16.28 18.32
14 bits 54.11 17.56 21.48 38.88 16.73 19.26 32.22 16.46 18.52
16 bits 55.15 17.68 21.52 38.95 16.98 19.48 32.62 16.72 18.81

Table 9. Trajectory-tracking and position-holding errors for a very fast waveform depending on the
computational accuracy used.

Comput. Accuracy
Position-Holding Errors [◦] Trajectory-Tracking Errors [◦]

φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr

6 bits 0.65 0.19 0.24 22.32 2.5 4.59
8 bits 0.4 0.15 0.17 22.72 2.11 4.13
10 bits 0.36 0.15 0.17 22.9 2.46 4.38
12 bits 0.36 0.15 0.17 22.9 2.42 4.41
14 bits 0.32 0.15 0.17 22.79 2.4 4.5
16 bits 0.4 0.15 0.17 22.32 2.53 4.56

Table 10. Trajectory-tracking errors for the consecutive segments of a very fast waveform depending
on the computational accuracy used.

Comput.
Accuracy

Trapezoidal Signal [◦] Sinusoidal Signal with Saturation [◦] Sinusoidal Signal [◦]

φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr φMaxErr φAvgErr φRMSErr

6 bits 18.83 6.48 8.23 16.34 5.51 6.83 4 1.48 1.8
8 bits 13.93 2.97 4.5 18.4 4.99 6.62 3.42 1.43 1.7
10 bits 15.73 5.62 6.94 15.08 5.26 6.51 6.08 1.73 2.15
12 bits 15.7 5.6 6.97 18.61 5.42 7.06 5.69 1.68 2.07
14 bits 14.8 4.84 6.65 20.23 5.74 7.59 5.94 1.74 2.15
16 bits 18.04 5.94 7.52 18.68 5.34 6.92 6.8 1.84 2.31

Figures 14–19 present the errors (maximum, average, and root mean square error) of
trajectory tracking and position holding, depending on the computational accuracy used,
for slow, fast, and very fast waveforms.
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Table 11 shows the usage of hardware resources by the FPGA system necessary to
implement the position controller, depending on the computational accuracy used in the
dynamic experiment.

Table 11. Usage of the hardware resources of the FPGA system (DE0-Nano EP4CE22F17C6N) required
to implement the position controller, depending on the computational accuracy used.

Comput. Accuracy Logic Elements (LEs) Registers Memory Bits DSP Blocks

6 bits 1874 (8%) 775 (3%) 0 (0%) 4 (3%)
8 bits 2181 (10%) 866 (4%) 0 (0%) 4 (3%)

10 bits 2522 (11%) 960 (4%) 0 (0%) 4 (3%)
12 bits 2815 (13%) 1051 (5%) 0 (0%) 4 (3%)
14 bits 3495 (16%) 1055 (5%) 0 (0%) 4 (3%)
16 bits 4119 (18%) 1157 (5%) 0 (0%) 4 (3%)

6. Discussion

The presented results of the static experiment indicate that for the analyzed direct
drive control system, the ripples of both the stator current components and the torque
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decrease exponentially with the increase in computational accuracy. For the accuracy above
12 bits, the ripples of the stator current components and rotational torque change to a
small extent. The average times of the rise (and fall) of the edges of the Iq component of
the stator current, the average delay times, and the rate of rise (and fall) of the edges of
the Iq component of the stator current does not depend on the computational accuracy
used in the electronic commutation system. The steady-state value of the Iq component
of the stator current, expressed concerning the set value, is also constant for all tested
calculation accuracies.

The control system implemented with a 6-bit accuracy allows for the correct control
of the direct drive, achieving maximum errors of the Iq component of the stator current of
approximately 15% of the set value and the ripple of the Id component at a similar level.
The control system implemented with a 12-bit accuracy allows for a ten-fold reduction
in the maximum and average ripples of the stator current components while increasing
the usage of hardware resources of the FPGA system by just over 50% compared to the
implementation with a 6-bit accuracy. The control system implemented with a 16-bit
accuracy allows for reducing the ripples of the Iq component by approximately 10% and the
ripples of the Id component by approximately 20% compared to the implementation with a
12-bit accuracy while increasing the usage of hardware resources of the FPGA system by
nearly 50%.

The results of the dynamic experiment include angle error values for holding position
and trajectory tracking. Upon analyzing these values, no distinct trend emerges, whether
indicating an increase or decrease as a function of computational accuracy. Considering
the errors (maximum φMaxErr, average φAvgErr, and RMS φRMSErr) of maintaining position
in Tables 5, 7 and 9, the difference between the extremes follows 0.68◦, 0.1◦, and 0.09◦ for
slow; 2.27◦, 0.85◦, and 0.97◦ for fast; and 0.33◦, 0.04◦, and 0.07◦ for very fast changing loads.
Similarly, the values arranged for trajectory-tracking errors are 0.54◦, 0.12◦, and 0.15◦ for
slow; 3.34◦, 0.75◦, and 0.78◦ for fast; and 0.58◦, 0.42◦, and 0.46◦ for very fast waveforms.
The listed values are not large, indicating that none of the developed controllers deviates
significantly from the others. It is worth noting that these differences are not always
calculated between the controllers with the 6-bit and 16-bit accuracy.

Another important factor related to trajectory tracking is the shape of the trajectory.
As the results suggest, it has a determining effect on the level of errors. Referring to values
in Tables 6, 8 and 10, the controller achieved the highest level of errors while tracking a
trapezoidal trajectory. The smallest were obtained for a sinusoidal shape. It is regardless
of the type (dynamics) of the waveform. Considering the waveform dynamics, it can be
inferred that the minimal trajectory-tracking errors were observed for the slow waveform,
whereas the maximum errors were observed for the fast waveform.

Based on the obtained results of the dynamic experiment, where the errors (maximum,
average, and root mean square error) of position holding and trajectory tracking were
analyzed, it can be concluded that for the analyzed direct drive control system (position
controller with a P-type controller), the values of trajectory-tracking and position-holding
errors are independent of the applied computational accuracy of the electronic commutation
system. It means that adding an external feedback loop in the form of a position loop
allows for obtaining similar results in position holding and trajectory tracking, regardless
of the computational accuracy with which calculations are carried out in the current loop
of the control system.

7. Conclusions

Based on the presented results, it can be concluded that satisfactory operating param-
eters for direct drive, including electronic commutation, can be obtained with relatively
low accuracy in the numerical calculations of the commutation algorithm. The electronic
commutation system implemented with a 6-bit accuracy allows for correct direct drive
control. In the case of the direct drive working in the current (torque) mode, the ripples of
the stator current components and the ripples of the rotational torque components decrease
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exponentially, with computational accuracy increasing in the range from 6 to 12 bits. No
notable enhancement in the operating parameters of the direct drive was observed for
computations conducted on fixed-point numbers larger than 12 bits.

Implementation of the control algorithm in the current (torque) mode with a com-
putational accuracy of 12 bits allows for a more than ten-fold reduction in the maximum
and average ripples of the stator current components while increasing the usage of hard-
ware resources of the FPGA system by over 50% compared to the implementation with a
6-bit accuracy.

In the experiments comparing the impact of computational accuracy on trajectory
tracking and position holding, similar error values are obtained, regardless of the numerical
calculation accuracy used, ranging from 6 bits to 16 bits. The introduction of an external
feedback loop in the form of a position loop allows the implementation of the current
loop algorithm with 6-bit accuracy without losing the quality of control parameters. As
a result, it enables the implementation of the direct drive control system on hardware
platforms with a lower level of complexity or using fewer hardware resources in the case
of reprogrammable systems.

The reviewed literature lacks the results that would allow for comparing the impact of
the computational accuracy of the electronic commutation system on the dynamics and
ripples of the rotational torque stator current components, as well as trajectory-tracking
and position-holding errors. The conducted research made it possible to indirectly de-
termine the impact of the amount of hardware resources of the FPGA system used for
implementation on the quality of direct drive control. Considering positional control,
increasing computational accuracy does not significantly reduce trajectory-tracking and
position-holding errors. However, it results in a significant increase in the usage of the
FPGA hardware resources.
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DTC Direct Torque Control
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DSP Digital Signal Processors
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SC Test Stand Controller
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